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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

One of the aims of the dissemination work package (WP8) is to create a visible and efficient 

web presence on the Internet.  This presence has to be set-up from the very beginning of the 

project so as to assure continuous information on the project results and achievements as soon 

as they are available. 

To achieve this objective two web-related tools have been designed and made operative: a 

project website providing general information on the project and a building on the Biomed 

Town portal to reach the biomedical research community. 

The web pages related to both Internet spaces are described in this document. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

One objective of the dissemination and outreach work package (WP8) is to inform the 

stakeholders in the different fields and the general public about the project results and 

achievements.  The complete strategy plan on dissemination is described in D8.1 “Strategic 

dissemination plan”.   

The main dissemination actions will start from the end of the first year when the first results 

will be achieved.  However, from the very beginning the VPH-Share project will have a web 

presence, which will help in providing a dissemination channel for the general project 

information. 

The first two web channels, which have been defined and made operative, are: 

- The project website, and 

- The VPH-Share building on the Biomed Town portal
1
. 

This document provides their description in the current stage; however, both should be 

considered as living tools that will be extended and modified during the project lifetime, the 

better to sustain the dissemination and outreach activities as they continue to grow. 

2 PROJECT WEBSITE 

A project website has been designed and put online at the URL: http://www.vph-share.eu  

(other similar domains have also been set to point to the same website: www.vphshare.eu, 

www.vphshare.org, and www.vph-share.org). 

From now on, the website will be the public face of the VPH-Share project on the Internet 

and used as reference to disseminate general public information on the project. 

The website has been designed to be simple in structure and easily extendible in the future.  

At present, it consists of 5 sections:  

1. Homepage: general overview of the project – public abstract; 

 

                                                 
1
 http://www.biomedtown.org 

http://www.vph-share.eu/
http://www.vphshare.eu/
http://www.vphshare.org/
http://www.vph-share.org/
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Figure 1 – VPH-Share website: homepage 

2. Objectives: more detailed description of the VPH-Share objectives; 

 

Figure 2 – VPH-Share website: objectives 
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3. Consortium: complete list of project partners with logos and reference to each 

institution website; 

 

Figure 3 – VPH-Share website: consortium 

4. Public docs: this section will contain all the public documents and deliverables as 

soon as they will be delivered by the project; 

5. Contacts: details on how to get in contact with the Project Coordinator and Project 

management team. 
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Figure 4 – VPH-Share website: contact page 

Additional menus provide useful links and reference to resources outside the project and 

news.  The news will be soon synchronised with the items posted on Biomed Town so as to 

avoid the double posting of information for the dissemination manager. 
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3 BIOMED TOWN BUILDING 

The other web presence already established from the beginning of the project is the building 

on the Biomed Town portal.  The building will be used during the project lifetime for two 

main purposes: 

- To establish a public presence in the portal for the biomedical research community 

- To have a private space, reserved for the partners’ staff, as a collaborative 

environment in which the project partners can work together and share 

information/documents 

An internal document, describing the private spaces, their access, and their use, has been 

provided to all VPH-Share partners at the project kick-off meeting, while in this document 

the public spaces and their role are described. 

3.1 What is Biomed Town? 

Biomed Town is a free community of peers who have a professional or educational interest in 

biomedical research and technology.  The portal is organised around the “town” metaphor 

and it is composed of buildings and squares, and managed by the City Managers.  

Buildings host virtual organisations such as research consortia, companies, institutions, 

interest groups, etc. Inside a building as many rooms as are needed can be created, and it can 

be populated with many useful resources such as documents, web pages, folders, discussion 

forums, news, shared calendars, etc.  This allows the creation of a virtual collaborative 

environment for the institution/project.  The buildings are private by default, and it is up to 

the owner to decide room by room who can enter it. 

Squares are where the people meet, discuss, and exchange experiences and pointers to 

resources; they represent the communities that populate the city, but that are not specifically 

represented by an organisation. Squares can contain forums and folders.  Each user interested 

in the community located in a square can joint its forum folder.  The user can also submit 

objects for posting on the square folders, which will be approved by the City Managers.  

Each folder (floor, room, etc.) on Biomed Town has a manager, who can create/delete objects 

and define the access policies by setting local permissions.  According to the permission rules 

set and to the workflow associated with the object, any object in the town can be: private, 

accessible only by authorised users/groups; visible or public draft/pending, accessible by all 

Biomed Town citizens (logged in) and visitors or submitted for approval to the City 

managers; public, accessible by anyone (colour coding allows you to visually understand in 

which state an object is).  When a new object is created by default it is private and if the user 

would like to make it public he/she has to change its status using the state option.  
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Biomed Town has at present more than 3000 subscribers from all over the world, and hosts 

different VPH-related projects and squares thus providing a preferential channel to 

communicate the project results within the biomedical community
2
. 

Biomed Town has been developed based on the following software libraries: 

 Zope (version 2.8.5) as application server 

 Plone (version 2.4.1) as Content Management System 

 Python (version 2.3.5) as programming language, 

and on the following hardware: 

 Architecture: IBM Linux Cluster (High Availability configuration)  

 2.50GHz Processors  

 2 nodes, 8 CPUs per node 

 RAM 16 GB 

                                                 
2
 http://www.biomedtown.org/City_Hall/Info_desk/docwiki/SomeStatistics 
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3.1.1 The Biomed Town homepage 

 

Figure 5 – The Biomed Town homepage 

Once connected to the Biomed Town web address
3
, the portal homepage is shown.  

The homepage contains the following information and links to the basic resources of the 

town: 

 Useful links (box a in Figure 5): in particular links pointing at the Biomed Town 

description and the City Guide.  The City Guide is a document that is incrementally 

compiled trying to provide citizens information on the different Biomed Town 

                                                 
3
 http://www.biomedtown.org 

d c 

a 

b 
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resources.  In this area of the homepage there is also the link to subscribe to become a 

citizen; 

 latest news (box b in Figure 5): here the latest published news on the portal are listed. 

To read a specific news simply click on the Read more link above the selected news; 

the news tab allows reading all the portal news and provides also the possibility to 

subscribe the feed RSS; 

 the events tab (box c in Figure 5): provides access to the list of the events happening 

in the next future and the shared calendar shows highlighted the days in which an 

event is present (Figure 6).  Going with the mouse on a selected date, a short 

description of the event will show up, while selecting an event its complete 

description will appear; it is also possible to filter the events according to specific 

keywords (the VPH-SHARE keyword is available to filter events of interest for the 

project). 

 
Figure 6 – The shared calendar and list of upcoming events 
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With the BiomedTown tab (box d in Figure 5) the buildings/squares list can be accessed 

(Figure 7): it is possible to enter the town (and any child folder) and browse all the public 

material (if not yet logged in). 

The list is ordered based on the number of accesses of each user to the different areas, so the 

buildings most accessed are shown in the Most visited section. 

 

Figure 7 – The list of buildings and squares 

3.1.2 How to join & log in 

Anyone interested in and with affiliation to an institution related to biomedical research & 

technology can submit his/her application form to become a citizen.  

To ask to become a citizen, the user has to click on the link Become a citizen in the home 

page (box a in Figure 5). 
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The page describing the different levels of membership available into the town will appear.  

Select the link and then select to become a full citizen (Figure 8).  A form will appear to be 

filled in with the personal info (Figure 9).  Only application with an institutional email (i.e. 

email of the university) will be approved.  The fields with a red box near the title are 

mandatory.   

If the subscription request is accepted by the City Managers, the password will be sent to the 

email address specified into the Registration Form. 

 

Figure 8 – Selection of the type of membership 

 

Figure 9 – Biomed Town registration form 

Once logged in, the citizen can access all visible resources and also everything to which 

access permissions have been granted. 
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Each citizen can also access his/her personal space and in particular: personal preferences, 

personal homepage, messages tool, the personal folder, and the my groups page. 

In particular, the my groups link opens the group membership status (Figure 10). The page 

gives a summarised list of the subscribed groups together with information on the groups 

such as the number of members and a group description. At the bottom of the table, there is 

the button to unsubscribe from the selected groups. 

 

Figure 10 – Subscribed groups 

To subscribe to a new group, users first go to the browse group tab and search the group 

(empty search files provides the list of all available groups) (Figure 11, VPH-Share project 

groups); select the group of interest in and then the subscribe to group button.  The request is 

automatically sent to the manager of the group, who will approve/reject the subscription.  In 

both cases, an email of confirmation will be sent. 
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Figure 11 – Browse and subscribe to groups 

3.2 VPH-Share Building 

VPH-Share building hosts the project collaborative space (Figure 12). The building contains 

one room and two floors: Reception, Associates floor, and Consortium floor. 

 

Figure 12 – VPH-Share Building 

The Associates floor is reserved to persons who have access to some information on the 

project but are not VPH-Share partners (such as Project officer, reviewers, etc.). It also 
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contains the spaces for the Scientific Advisory board, the Clinical and Ethical board, and the 

Exploitation and IPR board. 

The Consortium floor is the consortium working area and it is accessible only by the project 

partners. The floor contains rooms according to the VPH-Share project governing bodies, 

such as project board, and WPs. 

3.2.1 VPH-Share building reception 

The Reception room (Figure 13) is the public space of the project. It will contain all the 

material for public dissemination to Media, principal Stakeholders, etc.. In this context, 

everyone (also non Biomed Town citizens) will be able to access the material saved into this 

room.  

 

Figure 13 – Reception room 

This room contains the dissemination material on the project and in particular: 

 Events: contains all events related to the project.  All project events will be marked 

with the “VPH-SHARE” keyword so to allow everyone to filter them in the portal 

calendar previously described; 

 News: contains all VPH-Share related news both considering external news of 

potential interest to the project partners and also project results/information to be 

shared outside the consortium; 

 Project website: contains all the pages used to build the external website which can be 

accessed also within the portal navigating within the reception; 

 Documents: is a repository for public documents like public deliverables; 

 Media: contains all the material VPH-Share project-related available for the PRESS 

dissemination purposes;  
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 Stakeholders: hosts the VPH-Share Stakeholders (Clinicians, Researchers, Industry, 

Patients) communication space. 

For both events and news folder, the RSS feed exporter is activated so that information can be 

subscribed and read also outside the Biomed Town portal.   

Another important and useful tool provided by Biomed Town in terms of dissemination 

activity is the possibility to easily create a periodic newsletter using the Biomed Town items 

like events and news.  The newsletter can be then sent to all Biomed Town subscribers as 

well as to external stakeholders. 

Below is provided a short summary of other collaborative tools available within Biomed 

Town and provided to the project consortium. 
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3.3 Other collaborative tools 

3.3.1 Documents repository  

This is the documents archive tool.  It allows storing documents on the Biomed Town file 

system.  Only city managers can create a repository (called plone local folder). A local folder 

has been already created in each room like the reception. 

To upload a file is very simple, using the available browse and upload buttons.  It is also 

possible to create a structure of directories like in a local file system selecting the create 

directory button. 

3.3.2 Folder  

In any room, there are and can be added folders.  A folder can contain not only files but also 

other Plone items such as images, web pages, news, events, etc..  It is usually created to 

group common objects (i.e. room contains an events folder to group all the events item). 

3.3.3 Collaborative editing  

The collaborative editing tool available in Biomed Town is the wiki.  A wiki is a collection of 

web pages designed to enable anyone who accesses it to contribute or modify content, using a 

simplified mark-up language.  Wikis are often used to create collaborative websites and to 

power community websites.  The collaborative encyclopaedia Wikipedia is one of the best-

known wikis (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki). 

3.3.4 Discussion forums  

Discussion forums have to be put into a forum folder, which is recognisable by an F into the 

folder icon.  Forums can be public or private and by selecting the forum name link you get 

access to the selected forum. 

The forums by default are managed only via web interface, where it is possible to read the 

posts, post a new item, etc..  When the forum is associated to an email address, the subscribe 

button allows receiving by email when an item is posted, but also sending a new item by 

email.   

3.3.5 Members search 

In the homepage navigation bar, there is also a link to citizens.   If selected, this link opens 

the page that allows searching for other Biomed Town citizens (Figure 14).  The search will 

provide the list of the citizens who satisfy the search criteria.   If one of the found citizens is 

selected, his/her public material will be listed with any other information according to the 

granted permissions.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki
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Figure 14 – BioMed Town citizen search 

3.3.6 Messages  

Messages allow sending messages to another Biomed Town citizen or group of citizens. 

Using the available option, the message can be sent in copy also by email, otherwise the 

receiver will have to open it into his/her messages box at next log in Biomed Town. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This document provides a description of the first two web tools (the website and the Biomed 

Town building) set-up in the first months of the VPH-Share project to provide an Internet 

presence to disseminate general project information and the initial results.  Further work will 

be done to improve those services and to add more dissemination channels during the project, 

as described in D8.1. 

 

 


